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Abstract 

Entrepreneurship has been everywhere in the world. From developed countries till developing ones, new businesses have 
emerged in a huge number and likely to grow exponentially within time. However, we also notice that there’s also a lot more 
businesses that couldn’t survive or even come off the ground.  

In that case, a new study has been emerging about how to succeed in developing a business idea. It’s called the lean startup 
methodology (LSM). LSM is a methodology that focuses on agile testing and learning cycle to validate hypotheses in the 
business idea. With LSM, a lot of companies in United States has succeeded and be well known all over the world. It’s also been 
adopted all over the world as it has slightly acknowledged as the solution to the fear of business failure. 

Nevertheless, the methodology may seem obvious and well implemented in developed countries such as the United States, 
but how about in developing countries where it’s only getting in heat for its entrepreneurship to raise like Indonesia. This paper’s 
purpose is to explain and explore the lean startup methodology and its barriers of implementation in Indonesia so in the end could 
give recommendations to entrepreneurs for a better chance of success. The research methodology would be by identifying the key 
barriers of each lean startup principle and exploring it in a case study analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Entrepreneurship has been one career path that has been hot around these years. Young ventures arise and went 
big rapidly like Mark Zuckerberg with his Facebook and other ones are just about to come. Other Silicon Valley’s 
built everywhere to handle the flood of the young entrepreneurs all over the world. But, how many do succeed? The 
fact shows that there’s a lot more that failed then the ones that succeed.  

If we can find the root of every business idea mistakes, it is that the idea itself that isn’t wanted by its customer. 
The founder’s overly assumed that the product would be the next big thing or a something the customer would 
dream of getting, but in the end it totally went the other way around. It’s a big nightmare for the young ventures to 
fail after spending a lot of time and money in the process.  

As the answer to this nightmare, a new theory was invented, the lean startup methodology. The lean startup 
Methodology (LSM) is a new approach of doing business by focusing on agile testing and learning. This theory was 
popularized by Eric Ries in his blog and book “The Lean Startup” in 2008. The theory emphasizes the importance of 
learning from the customer to produce solution based products. This is done thorough an iterative process where 
problem, product, and customer hypotheses are developed and validated. The theory also highlights on building 
prototypes of important features that allows the founder to minimize waste, time, and money during the 
development (Ries, 2011; Blank, 2006; Furr & Ahlstorm, 2011). 

Nevertheless, the methodology may seem obvious and well implemented in developed countries such as the 
United States, but how about in developing countries where it’s only getting in heat for its entrepreneurship to raise 
like Indonesia. So, it would be valuable to investigate more about how to implement and fit the lean startup 
methodology in Indonesia. In order to do so, an in-depth case study of a B2B startup was conducted. 

The paper is conducted with Cita Awan Nusantara, a B2B startup that started in 2013. The startup focuses on 
creating web service products and is currently working on a product called Adadokter.com, a social media for 
doctors and patients.  

Cita Awan Nusantara needed to validate their idea of features and business model in Adadokter.com to fully be 
beneficial for their customer, the doctors. The lean startup methodology was then implemented to identify the 
problems and how the company can solve the problems and create value for the customers. The experiences and 
findings that lead to some adjustments to the LSM approach are then used as the basis of evaluation for other 
technology startups in Indonesia.   

1.2. Purpose and Research Question 

The main purpose of the paper is to explore the barriers in implementing the lean startup methodology for B2B 
startup in Indonesia. Furthermore, we will suggest the best way to overcome the implementation barriers and give 
recommendations to a better chance of success for startups. To fulfil the main purpose of the paper, the following 
research question will be answered: 

“What are the barriers of implementing the lean startup methodology for B2B startup in Indonesia?“ 

2. Literature review 

2.1 The Background of Lean Startup Methodology 

Lean Startup Methodology (LSM) is a mindset and a business approach that aims to change the way companies 
are developed and new products are launched. The theory itself was actually originally from Lean Thinking or 
Manufacturing, a management approach famously applied by Toyota’s factory production system. The term Lean 
itself was coined by American management academics, themselves great thinkers, as they studied Toyota (Virani, 
2012). 

The term ‘Lean Startup’ was first used in 2008 by Eric Ries on his blog, Startup Lesson Learned. In the early 
days, Eric had defined lean startup as “a combination of agile and customer development, and building on pre-
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existing systems to eliminate redundant effort” (Ries, 2008), but as he and the community evolved, it became clear that 
there were a range of approaches, both nuanced and radically different, that were also useful in pursuing these Lean 
principles in startups. As Lean Startup gained popularity and broadened conceptually, these concepts started to be 
repurposed to a wider range of startups and businesses. From there, Eric wrote ‘The Lean Startup’ (Virani, 2012). 

2.2 Lean Startup Principles 

In lean startup methodology, there are some principles in doing so. Here are the summarized principles of the 
lean startup based on Ries, Blank, Fuhr & Ahlstrom: 
 Get out of the building 

Startups are initially filled withhypotheses of the real world. These are just guesses that must be validated by 
customers interacting (Ries, 2011). Eliminating uncertainty is almost impossible. But the business culture, whether 
a person is operating alone or in an organization, needs to reflect willingness to have “the conversation” with the 
customers to help eliminate most of it.  

 Minimum Viable Product 
Eric Ries describes the Minimum Viable Product as “the version of the product that enables a full turn of the 
Build-Measure-Learn loop with a minimum amount of effort and the least amount of development time” (Ries, 
2011). A MVP has just those features that allow the product to be deployed and is typically showed for a subset of 
possible customers that can provide feedback 

 Validated Learning 
Ries is definitive on this core principle: “Progress in manufacturing is measured by the production of high quality 
goods. The unit of progress for Lean start-ups is validated learning – a rigorous method for demonstrating 
progress when one is embedded in the soil of extreme uncertainty.” What about revenue? Revenue can be 
measured, but the question needs to be couched in terms of what customers care about. For example, are 
customers who care about X willing to pay Y to get it? This is a basic tenet of the voice of the customer, but is 
easily forgotten in the flurry and glitter of start-up culture. 

 Pivot if necessary. 
If after customer interaction, the entrepreneur’s assumption turned out to be invalid, the entrepreneur should 
consider a pivot. Pivot, according to Ries (2011), is “a structured course correction designed to test a new 
fundamental hypothesis about the product, strategy, and engine of growth”. The pivot is purely the result of a 
better understanding of the customer’s problem.   

 Iterate rapidly 
The essential frame for any Lean start-up is the cycle of evolution: build-measure-learn - the faster and lighter the 
better. All aforementioned core philosophical principles are embedded in this one cycle of evolution. Done right, 
claims Ries (2011), the build-measure-learn process will provide the guidance and leadership a start-up needs to 
be successful, rather than relying on the charm and brilliance of start-up executives. Ideas and products are 
thus based on learning derived from this cycle. 

3. Research methodology 

3.1 Research Design and Strategy 

The research question of the paper is “what are the barriers in implementing the lean startup methodology (LSM) 
for B2B startup in Indonesia”. The research question can be classified as an explanatory type research question and 
it is a justifiable rationale for conducting a case study research design (Yin, 2009). The case study research design also 
is appropriate since there is a large amount of data that’s been collected in the LSM process. The main research 
strategy in the paper can be noted as an action research strategy. Action research is a participatory, democratic 
process concerned with developing practical knowing in the pursuit of worthwhile human purposes, grounded in a 
participatory worldview which we believe is emerging at this historical moment. It seeks to bring together action 
and reflection, theory and practice, in participation with others, in the pursuit flourishing of individual persons and 
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their communities (Reason and Bradbury, 2001). This is an appropriate strategy to be conducted in this paper because it 
suits the purpose of the paper to find the barriers in implementing the LSM. 

The Lean startup Methodology (LSM) process that is implemented in the research is based on the lean startup by 
4 authors described in the literature review. The researcher then summarizes the concept and divides the concept 
into 2 phases. In more detail below: 
 

Table 1. Steps of LSM Implementation 

Phase 1: Create and Validate the Problem 
Problem Identification and Creation of Hypotheses 
Contacting the Prospects 
Validating the Problem Hypotheses 

Phase 2: Create and Validate the Solution 
Creating the Solution Hypotheses 
The Minimum Viable Product 
Validating the Solution 

3.2 Data Collection 

The data collection in the paper is divided in two parts. First part is the lean startup process as the process where 
the company conducts the LSM principles and the second part is the evaluation of the LSM process that is applied to 
fulfil the paper purpose. The two parts of the data collection is done in parallel way in separate methods applied. The 
applied methods would be described more detailed below. 

3.2.1 The LSM Process 
 Interview 

The main source of the data in the LSM process is from interviewing the potential customers. The purpose was to 
fully understand how the customers feel and act due to their problems.  

In this research, the company (CAN) identify their potential customers as the private doctors in Bandung. To be 
more specific in the second phase, the potential customers that are chosen are the private dentists which are 
orthodontics dentist in Bandung. This is due to the assumptions of the founder that the ones that have the main 
problem about scheduling and reminding appointments are them. 

 
Table 2. Number of Interviews 

Customer Segment Phase 1 Phase 2 
Consumer (Patients) 
Business Customer (Doctors) 

30 
20 

- 
10 

Total Number of Interviews 50 10 
 

 Direct Observation 
Direct observation was also done in the LSM process as another way in understanding the potential customer’s 

behaviour and problems. The observation was done in the potential customer’s workplace where the problem took 
place. This method provided another point of view understanding the customer and to maximize the interview 
results itself.  

3.2.2 Evaluation of the LSM 
Journal keeping was done in purpose to capture the experience of the LSM process and evaluate the process 

itself. It helped in reflecting the experiences in conducting the LSM process. The journal was written on a regular 
basis at the end of every workday so that the events are captured fully and also minimizing the risk of changed 
perception due to the time that passed.  

3.3 Data Analysis 

The data analysis in this research was done by interpreting the collected data in the research journal that was used 
as the evaluation of the LSM process.  The collected data was classified into the different phases according to the 
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LSM process. The analysis of it then identifies the problems within the phases according to the LSM process. The 
problem identification was then compared with the LSM principles in the literature to come up with the accurate 
barrier and suggestion in the LSM process. 

3.4 Validity and Reliability 

Yin (2009) defines that there are 4 main tests to ensure validity; construct validity, internal validity, external 
validity and reliability. The construct validity tries to assure that the concept measures the correct concept being 
studied (Yin, 2009). To ensure the construct validity of a case study, there are 3 main concerns for the researcher. 
First, multiple sources of data. In this paper, multiple sources were used during the case study with literature review 
about the LSM process by 4 different authors. Second, the chain of evidence where preserved as each analytic step 
were conducted. In that case, a journal was used during the research to capture and evaluate the process and also as a 
structure during the research process. Having control over the whole LSM process in the action research also 
increases the execution of the principles of LSM as it’s supposed to be. So we can conclude that the construct 
validity to be high. Internal validity is mainly concerned about explanatory case studies (Yin, 2009). Internal validity 
concerns about the relationship of how and why event or x to y led event. In this research, whether in 
implementation of the LSM principles by Cita Awan Nusantara (CAN) faces problems. In this case, the internal 
validity is high as an affect that the researcher can control the process actively and face the problems himself. The 
external validity deals with the problem knowing whether a study’s findings are generalizable beyond the immediate 
case study (Yin, 2009). The external validity in this paper though is approximately to be low since it’s been conducted 
in a specific type of company and technology. The reliability is a validity test that concerns if the research is 
repeatable with the same objects or not. The reliability of a qualitative analysis is usually lower as the effect of the 
data collection method in the research. In this research, reliability can be stated low since the data collection for the 
company and the potential customers was done in a specific time period where the time period can decrease the 
replicability of the research in time. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1 Phase 1: Create and Validate the Problem 

4.1.1 Problem Identification and Creation of Hypotheses 
The problem identification in this process was done individually by the founder of Cita Awan Nusantara. The 

company selected the specialist doctors as their customer segment due to the initial idea the founder had. The initial 
idea was to create a social media for private doctors and their patients. It enables the patients to see the doctor’s 
schedule and book online through the website or the smartphone application. This initial idea was then subtracted to 
find what the idea was solving. The assumed problems were patients hated to wait, Patients had a hard time finding 
doctors, doctors have a problem in promoting, and a problem in communication with their patients. In this step, 
there were no barriers faced since the company was determined about their customer segment to approach and the 
healthcare industry that they aim. The next step after the problem hypotheses is made was to contact the potential 
customers.      

4.1.2 Contacting the Prospects 
The initial idea of the company has 2 different segments that it approaches. The first ones are the healthcare 

patients and the other one is the private doctors. So, the founder should contact both in order to get to the next step 
of validating the problem hypotheses. But as the purpose of the research is to find the barriers in the B2B nature of 
business, the LSM process for the patients isn’t described. For the business customer segment, the private doctors, 
the method of contacting was done directly to them also by their assistants in their practice. The contact was similar 
as a patient having an appointment with their doctor. In this step, there was a main problem faced in the process. The 
main problem was that there was a big concern of regulations and privacy. In the pursuit of contacting the 
customers, both of them, the founder was countered with a set of expected administrative regulation like a company 
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verified letter. It is considered as a barrier since it is quietly impossible that a company that just started (startup) has 
administrative stuffs and legal things upfront.  

4.1.3 Validating the Problem Hypotheses 
The validation of the problem hypotheses was done by direct interview with both customer segments. The 

interview question was made simple and explorative to gain better customer perspective in the process and avoid 
pushing them with the assumptions. For the business customer segment, the private doctors, the validation was done 
by direct interview in a formal manner. From the interview, the founder successfully validated that there was a 
problem in promoting their service due to the need of patients. The problem was considered to be real with 15 out of 
20 doctors approve this. The next problem about the problem of communication between doctors and patients was 
also validated where most of the doctors were having a hard time to remind their patients for their next visit. The 
doctors needed to remind their patients via short message to remind the patients for their treatment. The doctors 
were troubled with the patient’s lack of awareness in their own treatment. In this validation step, there was a barriers 
encountered in the process which is the lack of time for interview. The lack of time was an issue since the purpose 
of the validation was to understand the customer’s perspective clearly, but due to the nature of the work for the 
doctors, the interviews were being not effective that it couldn’t really find out the customer’s perspective.  

4.2 Phase 2: Create and Validate the Solution 

4.2.1 Creating the Solution Hypotheses 
After the validation in phase one, the founder came up with a different idea as the result. The idea was simplified 

into a web based application for doctors to automatically remind their patients which is connected to a web profile in 
a website. The idea was based on the problem validation where there was a real problem for doctors in reminding 
their patients and also a problem in promoting their service. The later problem was considered minor though since 
the problem was a two sided one where the patients actually didn’t feel having a problem in finding a doctor. That 
was the pivoted idea as the result of the first phase. This was also the solution hypothesis that was offered by the 
company to solve the validated customer problem. Looking further in the pivot idea, the idea itself also had a 
customer segment pivot where the customer segment changed into just the private dentist segment. It also identified 
a further target customer as the orthodontics dentist in this idea.  

4.2.2 The Minimum Viable Product 
To maximize the validation of the solution hypotheses, a minimum viable product is needed. A MVP may be a 

landing page with a click-through to examine interest or a demo that shows the customer how the problem is being 
solved. For this case, the founder came up with an interface example of steps in executing the feature. It is made 
likely to be similar to the one that would be the end product. This was considered the best MVP for the concept 
considering the time in creating the MVP. There were no problems encountered during the step as it was just as 
simply as creating a power point presentation. 

4.2.3 Validating the Solution   
Validating the solution is done via direct interview with the customers of the new idea, the private dentists. The 

validation of the solution was made with the MVP by the founder. This validation process was pursued in an 
expectation to determine whether the offered solution was interesting for the potential customers. This purpose was 
clearly outlined so that the potential customer doesn’t get it wrong of thinking it as a sales pitch.  

In the process, the founder faced some problems in doing the validation. First, the customers were demanding a 
demo to show how the product works. It shows that the MVP that the company proposed still wasn’t enough to 
convince the customer. Second, there was a problem in determining the level of interest from the customers due to 
the product was actually an incremental product. Last, there was a problem as the impact of the customer segment 
pivot for the idea. The customer segment that was smaller than before made it pretty difficult for the founder to 
validate the idea to a confidential number of potential customers.  
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4.3 Barriers in Implementation of LSM 

4.3.1 Get out of the Building 
The principle of ‘Get out of the Building’ also had its own barriers in the process. The first barrier was a few of 

customers to be contacted. This problem occurred during the process of implementing the pivoted idea. There were 
limited numbers of customers that the company identified that suit perfectly to its early adopter target. It was caused 
due to the specific condition of the pivoted product needed to be applicable for the customers. The second barrier 
faced in applying the principle was the problem to really interact with the customers. The main challenge here was 
scheduling the meeting with the business customer. Since the customers are business persons, they only approve 
meetings at office hours when they were also operating their business. It caused the meeting to be less prioritized by 
the customer as it actually proposed a research purpose. This problem made the company had a lot of time 
consuming in getting the customer feedback for quick iteration.  

4.3.1 Pivot if necessary and Iterate Rapidly 
The first barrier was the decision to pivot or not. Blank (2006) stated that the product should solve a real 

customer problem, which preferably should be so painful for the customer. This made it difficult in the case study 
since the pivot idea became an incremental product that provides only increased performance. The product though 
gained interest by the customer segment as they were seeing it as a need in increasing performance and as a potential 
problem in the future. This case shows that it is important to see beyond the problem and find the needs of the 
customers of incremental stuff.  

The second barrier was the speed of iteration. In the case study, it was quite difficult to iterate as quick as 
possible since there was a problem in the process. It was a problem in regulations and administrative stuff needed by 
the customers. Those stuff were quite time consuming since the company should get those done first before having 
an interview with the customers. It was difficult as the nature of a startup that has no administrative or legality yet.  

4.3.2 The Minimum Viable Product 
In this case study, there has been a problem identified in the creation and validation of the MVP. In the 

implementation of this method, the company decided to create a product presentation as the MVP as it doesn’t take a 
lot of time and effort. But it was found out that at the validation process, the customer demanded a working feature 
since the proposed product is an incremental product that promises an increase of performance. This made the 
presentation as the MVP not fully capturing its purpose. So, in the end a product that was functionally done is 
needed. This creates a dilemma in the company as a functionally working product is as close to the whole product 
itself. The founder through customer conversation found out that there was also a reliability issue. Ries (2011) 
explains that early versions of product will establish a baseline against the startup. But, based on the customer 
interaction, it was too risky for the startup to be sending poor products as it may result in negative reputation by the 
customer. 

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 

This paper was purposed to explore the barriers of implementing the lean startup methodology (LSM) for early 
phase business-to-business startup in Indonesia. In the process, the researcher found a couple of barriers in 
implementing the lean startup methodology successfully in the case study. The barriers that were faced were related 
to the LSM principles. 

First, the principle of get out of the building was considered hard due to barriers in accessing the customers. The 
barrier was caused by a few numbers of customers for the pivot idea and no possible media that can capture the 
customer feedback unless doing a direct conversation. The few numbers of customers was considered normal in the 
business-to-business market but it made the validation of the product harder since there were fewer options in 
validating the idea. Second, the principle of pivot if necessary was difficult to be implemented because of the lack of 
big problems. In the case study, the problem that was validated was a minor problem and solution offered was an 
incremental product in the end. It was a difficult decision whether to pivot or not since at the other hand there were 
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interest by the customers for the incremental product. This was considered existent in most of the business-to-
business market as in the business-to-business market; the companies are competitive in facing the competition.  
Third, the principle of quick iteration was also having its problem. The barrier faced in this case is the speed of 
iteration where in the case study had a problem caused by the regulation and administrative stuff required in 
contacting the customers. Last, the principle of the Minimum Viable Product (MVP) was causing confusion in its 
implementation. It was due to the expected working product by the customer to get further interest of the product. It 
caused confusion as the purpose of MVP is to get the MVP created as quickly as possible to capture the customer’s 
interest. There was also a reliability issue where the company was determined not to create a poor product for its 
MVP but couldn’t afford in going too far developing the whole product as it is too risky. 

The result of this paper also proves the use of the LSM to be useful for the company. It also has other 
recommendations for other B2B startups in Indonesia. The recommendations are listed below:  
 Early Customer Interaction 

In the case study, it is clear that there were wrong assumptions that the company made in the process. It shows 
how it is easy to have a wrong assumption about the customers. So it is highly recommended that the startup do 
early interaction with the potential customers before developing the product. 

 Look Beyond the Customer’s Problem 
After interacting with the customers, startups are recommended to look further in the customer’s problem 
because there can be catchable opportunity for the company to seek. For example, it was clear that the customer 
wanted to increase their performance although they didn’t face a big problem. It is often seen in the business-to-
business market type. 

 Establish Market Sizing 
The last advice is to remember to establish market sizing in every step of the hypotheses creation. It is really 
important that a small market size may not be worth to be pursued for the business. The need of market sizing is 
important in every hypotheses creation step because there may often be customer segment pivot in the idea as 
seen in the case study.  
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